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Abstract 

With the discovery of large oil and gas fields in China, China's oil and gas drilling 
technology has been further developed, such as screw drill and turbo drill down hole 
dynamic drilling tools have obvious advantages over traditional rotary drills in 
improving the rate of penetration, reducing the cost of drilling and ensuring the quality 
of the well. At present, down hole dynamic drilling tools play a very important role in 
drilling engineering at home and abroad. We should carry out further research on 
downhole dynamic drilling tools on the existing basis, so as to deal with various 
problems encountered in the current complex geological mining. 
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1. Basic Introduction of Down hole Power Drilling Tools 

1.1. Overview 

Downhole tool rotary drilling technology is the rotary rotary drilling technology and a huge 
drilling technology revolution. Mature rotary rotary drilling technology greatly enhance the 
efficiency of the rock and drilling speed, drilling deepening, mining, oil and natural gas in order 
to reach the goal of access to oil and gas resources, the staff must be through the hole to form 
channels, will be at the bottom of the well of oil and gas lead to the ground. Drilling is through 
various ways to break the rock to form a channel, to break the underground rock requires 
energy, how to transfer energy to the target location economically, efficiently and controllable, 
drilling workers need to study the topic. At present, there are a variety of drilling hole 
technologies such as rotary drilling technology, and rotary drilling technology can be divided 
into ground drive and bottom hole drive. Bottom hole drive is a drilling technology that directly 
drives the drill bit to rotate by using downhole dynamic drilling tools, drilling with broken rock, 
drilling pipe does not turn, and only bears the reverse torque of drilling. Therefore, in the 
bottom-hole driving mode, downhole dynamic drilling tools become its core part, and the 
research on downhole dynamic drilling tools is an important topic that cannot be ignored [1-2]. 

1.2. Brief Introduction of Down hole Power Drilling Tools 

Downhole power drilling tools refer to bottom hole drilling tools, such as turbo-drilling tools, 
single-screw drilling tools, and electric drilling tools, which can convert the energy of drilling 
fluid into drilling and rock breaking power. Since down hole dynamic drilling tools (bottom hole 
motors) have high rotational speeds, the rate of penetration can be significantly increased, 
especially when used in conjunction with PDC bits. The most important feature is to use the 
hydraulic energy of the high-pressure drilling mud to convert it into the mechanical energy of 
the turbine shaft to drive the bit to break the rock. 

Downhole power drilling tools have high energy utilization. Compared with traditional ground-
driven rotary drilling, the specific power (power per unit area) delivered to the bottom of the 
well is 2 to 3 times that of rotary drilling, as shown in table 1-1 below. 
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Table 1. Comparison table of specific power of different drilling methods 

Drilling methods and tools Specific power delivered to bottom hole 

Rotary drilling 0.154~0.1923 2/ cmkw  

Turbine drilling 0.2692~0.5385 2/ cmkw  

Electric drill 0.336~0.51 2/ cmkw  

 

Bottom drive drilling not only improved the stress of the drill string, to reduce the drilling string 
fatigue and wear, increase the effective power of broken rock, downhole drilling tool in 
improving the mechanical drilling rate, increase the single bit penetration, reduce drilling cost 
per meter, realize the wellbore trajectory of directional control and rapid accurate target and 
to ensure the quality of well bore and drilling safety, etc., compared with the conventional 
rotary drilling, has a great advantage. It is an effective way to improve the drilling efficiency and 
reduce the drilling cost to study the dynamic drilling tools with high efficiency, long life and 
wide adaptability. Down hole power drilling tools have been identified as one of the best drilling 
tools for directional Wells, directional Wells, deviated Wells, horizontal Wells and rescue Wells 
in western developed countries. The Soviet union has more than 80 years of rich experience in 
using electric drill and turbo drill, before the collapse of the Soviet union, drilling footage of the 
turbo drill years accounted for 76% ~ 80% of total drilling footage Quan Zong Soviet union, 
after the collapse of the commonwealth of independent states (cis), drilling footage of the turbo 
drill years still for more than 70% of the total drilling footage, screw drill in drilling footage of 
5% ~ 10% of total footage [3]. 

2. Four Main Types of Down hole Power Drill Tools 

Downhole power drilling tools are regarded as one of the three emerging technical tools in the 
western drilling field at the end of this century. They can be divided into four types according 
to the driving mode: screw drilling tools, turbo-drilling tools, electric drilling tools and blade 
drilling tools. Among them, the screw drill and the turbo drill are the main parts of the 
downhole power drill. 

2.1. Screw Drill Tool 

Screw drill is a progressive cavity positive displacement hole bottom power machine, referred 
to as screw drill. The screw drill tool is mainly composed of four assemblies: bypass valve, liquid 
motor, universal shaft and transmission shaft. The screw drill with mud and clean water as the 
power medium and conveyed to the bottom of the hole through the central hole of the drill pipe 
is essentially an energy conversion device that converts the liquid pressure energy into 
mechanical energy. During drilling, the screw drill directly drives the core pipe connected to 
the transmission shaft at the bottom of the hole and the drill bit to rotate. Compared with 
conventional drilling, the use of screw drill has many advantages, such as greatly reduced wear 
of drill pipe and high drilling speed. It is the main tool for orienting holes and has been used in 
the field of drilling. Using screw drill to construct directional hole can improve drilling quality, 
provide accurate geological data, save footage, reduce cost and solve many engineering 
problems that cannot be constructed. Therefore, it is a special tool for drilling engineering. As 
an important down hole power tool, the screw drill has been fully applied and developed in the 
new drilling technology, which provides a reliable technical guarantee for oil exploration and 
development. 

2.2. Turbo drill 

Turbo drill is a bottom-hole power machine that converts the kinetic energy of washing fluid 
into mechanical energy. The turbo drill can be drilled and corralled at the bottom of the hole. 
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Its rotation is driven not by the pressure of the fluid, as in a screw drill, but by the velocity of 
the fluid. When drilling the drill pipe does not rotate, the working condition of the drill pipe can 
be improved obviously, and there is no consumption of power required by rotating the drill 
pipe string. Turbo drill can be used with cone bit and diamond bit to drill vertical hole, 
directional hole and multi-bottom hole. The disadvantages are high speed, small torque, short 
bearing life, many wearing parts and short bit life. The advantages of turbo drill are: high speed 
and large torque soft characteristics, no lateral vibration, high drilling speed; The all-metal 
turbo drill withstands high temperature and is suitable for deep well and high temperature 
operation. Not sensitive to oil - based drilling fluid, able to work in high - density drilling fluid. 

2.3. Electric Drill 

Downhole electric drill is a drilling equipment that USES a submersible motor to drive the drill 
bit to rotate at the bottom of the hole. It can be used for drilling in vertical, directional and 
horizontal Wells. Down hole electric drilling tools are mainly composed of submersible motor, 
reducer, spindle and power supply system. 

The electric drill has four advantages :(1) the shaft power, rotation frequency and drilling depth 
of the electric drill have nothing to do with the displacement and characteristics of the drilling 
fluid;(2) the electric drill tool USES air and foam to drill well, which improves the drilling index 
under the complex geological conditions such as hard layer and leakage layer;(3) the change of 
bit resistance moment during drilling can be directly reflected in the current and power of the 
electrical drilling engine;(4) the function of information management in the drilling process has 
been realized, making the electric drill tool especially suitable for large horizontal Wells and 
directional Wells that are difficult to twist under complex geological conditions. 

Downhole electric drill is the oldest member of downhole power drill currently used, it has 
more advantages than other downhole power drill, although its use range is not as wide as 
screw drill and turbo drill, but with the improvement of manufacturing level, electric drill will 
have a broad application prospect. Variable frequency electric drill drilling is the most 
promising electric drill tool. In some formations, the rate of mechanical penetration (rop) of an 
electric drill tool coupled with a diamond bit is more than 10 times that of a conventional rotary 
drill with a three-cone bit. 

2.4. Leaf Blade Drill 

Blade drilling tool is different from the screw drilling tool another form of positive displacement 
motor, also known as static fluid motor or slide type drilling tool, and the screw drilling tool 
belongs to the positive displacement downhole power drilling tool, its characteristics are: 
torque and pressure drop is proportional, the speed is proportional to the flow. Since torque is 
proportional to bit pressure, as the bit pressure increases, the torque increases, so does the 
pressure drop through the drill, and the speed is almost unaffected by the torque or bit pressure. 
This characteristic is particularly beneficial for the control of the bit pressure. The change of bit 
pressure causes the change of pump pressure on the ground, so the mud pressure gauge on the 
ground can be used as a bit pressure indicator, by which the driller can control the bit pressure 
and facilitate the realization of drilling automation. Compared with screw drill, turbo drill and 
electric drill, the advantages of blade drill are: small size, short length, high adaptability of 
temperature and pressure, long life of main engine. Especially suitable for directional Wells and 
horizontal Wells, the output torque is large, the speed is suitable for a wide range and easy to 
control. The disadvantage is: the structure is complex, the reliability is susceptible. 

To sum up, the four downhole dynamic drilling tools have their own characteristics and 
advantages and disadvantages. In general, turbo-drilling tools work best in deep Wells, long 
vertical sections, and high temperature environments. The screw drill tool is more 
advantageous in the deflecting operation of directional well and cluster well. However, the 
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electric drilling tool shows a great prospect in the complex geology. Blade drilling tools are 
more advantageous in high temperature and ultra-deep Wells. 

3. Development Status and Trend of Down hole Power Drilling Tools 

3.1. Current Situation and Trend of Foreign Development 

For a long time, there are two very different in the world petroleum drilling technology has 
been the development of the route, that is represented by the former Soviet union to the turbine, 
rotary drilling drilling technology as the main body for the development of auxiliary line and 
represented by the United States and most countries in the world with rotary drilling 
technology as the main body, adopted by the downhole drilling tools for the development of the 
supplementary routes. The development pattern of drilling technology in western countries 
has been supplemented and improved with the continuous innovation of technology, 
continuous improvement of products and continuous improvement of the level, and the 
connotation of each component has changed profoundly under the big development outcome, 
which is embodied in the down hole dynamic drilling tools. Western countries used to focus on 
screw drilling tools, but now they have started to study new tools -- blade drilling tools and 
guided turbo-drilling tools, and have made a great breakthrough [4]. 

3.2. Domestic Development Status and Trend 

Since the reform and opening up, the application of new oil and gas drilling technology has 
made important progress. The technology of directional well, horizontal well and multi-branch 
well improves the drilling success rate and production benefit, and promotes the development 
and application of down hole dynamic drilling tools. In addition, the development and 
utilization of small-hole drilling, casing sidetracking, rotation-guided drilling, and coiled tubing 
drilling technologies require the corresponding development of down hole dynamic drilling 
tools. At present, the cost of oil and gas drilling in China is high, the period of well construction 
is long, and the average drilling speed of rotary table drilling is too low. The development and 
application of some new technologies and equipment for efficient drilling, such as top drive 
device, new turbo drill, high-performance and long-life PDC bit, play an extremely important 
role in improving the comprehensive technical and economic indicators of oil and gas drilling 
in China [5]. 

In the 21st century, there will be great development of down hole dynamic drilling tools. How 
to further improve the reliability of downhole work, how to adopt new materials and new 
technology to increase the average stroke working life to more than 200h, this is the future 
development direction of downhole power drilling tools. 

4. Conclusion 

The four types of downhole power drilling tools: screw drilling tools, turbo-drilling tools, 
electric drilling tools and blade drilling tools show their own advantages and advantages under 
different drilling conditions, so it is the primary task to promote the rapid and comprehensive 
development of these four types of downhole power drilling tools. 
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